Dear Colleagues,
Ladies and Gentlemen,

Experts from the international rubber and elastomer sector will meet for the Deutsche Kautschuk-Tagung and International Rubber Conference 2021 in Nuremberg, Germany, from 28 June 2021 to 1 July 2021.

The scientific conference with over 100 presentations from academia and industry will be accompanied by one of the largest trade fairs of the rubber and elastomer sector. On behalf of the Deutsche Kautschuk-Gesellschaft e. V. (German Rubber Society) and International Rubber Conference Organisation I would like to kindly invite you to share and discuss your latest research results and development successes with an audience from all over the world. The event gives you the opportunity to connect with international colleagues, to exchange ideas, and to become inspired for the future.

I am looking forward to welcoming you in Nuremberg!

Dr. Cristina Bergmann
Chairwoman
Deutsche Kautschuk-Gesellschaft e. V.
CALL FOR PAPERS

Conference Topics
The technical presentations at DKT IRC 2021 cover the latest findings from all subjects of rubber and elastomer research and development:

- Raw materials
- Processing
- Testing and Analyses
- Applications
- Simulation and Modelling

A Tyre Day, a Sustainability Day, and a Future Mobility Day focus on these three hot topics.

Presentations on all aspects of thermoplastic elastomers are bundled in a two-day TPE Forum.

Abstract Submission
Please submit your abstract for oral and poster presentations online at www.dkt2021.de/en/Abstract-Submission.html until 31 October 2020 latest.

The maximum abstract length is 400 words.

The programme committee will select the speakers and posters from the submitted abstracts. You will be notified of the decision in January 2021.

Presentation
The duration of the oral presentations is 20 minutes plus 5 minutes for discussion.

Posters should be prepared in the DIN A0 format.

Publication
All accepted abstracts will be included in the Abstract Book of DKT IRC 2021. Digital copies of the presentation slides and posters will be made available to the conference attendees.

Conference Language
The conference language is English.

Ticket Prices
We offer reduced 4 days tickets for speakers and poster authors

- from industry: € 550,–
- from academia: free of charge

The number of reduced tickets is limited to one per oral or poster presentation.
ABOUT DKT IRC 2021

➤ Conference
Over 100 up-to-date presentations from industry and science cover all subjects of rubber and elastomer technology.

➤ Trade Fair
One of the largest trade fairs of the rubber sector accompanies the conference. We expect more than 200 companies from all over the world to present their products and novelties.

➤ Science Campus
Science meets Industry: Universities and institutes will present the spectrum of their research on the Science Campus in the foyer between the conference center and the exhibition hall.

➤ Social Events
An opening ceremony, a barbecue evening and a Best of Party will be arranged for conference attendees, exhibitors, visitors, and accompanying persons.

➤ Time and Location
28 June 2021 – 1 July 2021
Exhibition Center Nuremberg · NCC Mitte
90471 Nürnberg · Germany

➤ More information
Please visit www.dkt2021.com for further information.